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We investigate the evolution of entanglement spectra under a global quantum quench from a
short-range correlated state to the quantum critical point. Motivated by the conformal mapping,
we find that the dynamical entanglement spectra demonstrates distinct finite-size scaling behaviors
from the static case. As a prototypical example, we compute real-time dynamics of the entanglement
spectra of a one-dimensional transverse-field Ising chain. Numerical simulation confirms that, the
entanglement spectra scales with the subsystem size l as ∼ l−1 for the dynamical equilibrium state,
much faster than ∝ log−1 l for the critical ground state. In particular, as a byproduct, the entan-
glement spectra at the long time limit faithfully gives universal tower structure of underlying Ising
criticality, which shows the emergence of operator-state correspondence in the quantum dynamics.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Ud, 11.25.Hf

Conformal field theory (CFT) [1] has become a prof-
itable tool as a diagnosis of critical phenomena in two
dimensional statistical models. In the equilibrium case,
the conformal invariance at the critical point sets rigid
constrains on physical properties by a set of conformal
data including the central charge, conformal dimensions
and operator product expansion coefficients. In the past
decades, great success has been achieved in condensed
matter physics, especially for minimal models with a fi-
nite number of primary scaling operators (irreducible rep-
resentations of the Virasoro algebra) [2–6].

In general, due to gaplessness nature massive entan-
glement should play a vital role at or around the critical
point. One remarkable achievement is [7–34], CFT pro-
vides a novel way to connect the quantum entanglement
and critical phenomena. It is found that the conformal
invariance in critical ground states results in a univer-
sal scaling of the entanglement entropy depending on the
central charge c [8–10, 13, 16]. Interestingly, by extend-
ing this idea, the entropy can be applied to identify quan-
tum critical points in higher dimensions [13, 16, 35–37].
Besides the entropy, other entanglement-based measures
also attract lots of attention. The eigenvalues of reduced
density matrix, called entanglement spectrum (ES), is
such an example, which contains much richer information
than the entropy [38, 39]. In addition to the evidences
in topological gapped systems [40–43], the ES is also pro-
posed to describe the quantum critical point [15, 44–51].
However, compared to the well-established boundary law
for gapped states, much less is known about the critical
behavior of the ES [52, 53], which casts doubt on direct
application of the ES in the critical systems.

Beyond equilibrium, quantum dynamics attracts con-
siderable attention recently, particular in approaching to
steadiness and thermalization. Universal entanglement
structures are expected to leave some marks in the dy-
namic process, e.g., central charge c controls the growth
of entropy [11, 17]. However, novel example [8] is still

rare, and to extract the conformal data in microscopic
models is a challenging task [14, 25, 27, 32].

In this paper we present a systematical study of dy-
namics of the ES in the process of quantum quench. In-
spired by the CFT, we compute the real-time dynamics
of 1D transverse-field Ising (TFI) model, through a pro-
tocol by quenching from a gapped state to the critical
point. We successfully establish that, quantum quench
dynamics indeed encodes universal signatures of quan-
tum critical point. First, the ES at long time dynamics
converges to the CFT operators as ∝ l−1, which is much
faster than that for critical ground state as ∝ log−1 l.
Second, fast convergence allows us to extract conformal
information including conformal dimensions and related
degeneracy, which unambiguously pin down the underly-
ing nature of quantum critical point (c = 1/2 Ising theory
in our case). These key findings open a door to extract
quantum criticality in many-body dynamics.

Entanglement spectrum in two dimensional conformal
field theory.— We consider the global quantum quench
to a critical point that is governed by a CFT (H(t >
0) = HCFT), and the initial state |ψ0〉 is chosen to be the
ground state of a gapped Hamiltonian H(t = 0) = H0. In
this work, we study the geometry of a semi-infinite chain.
In boundary CFT [27, 28, 30], the corresponding time-
dependent density matrix ρ(t) = e−iHt|ψ0〉〈ψ0|e+iHt can
be represented geometrically by a semi-infinite strip in
complex plane with width τ = Im(z) ∈ [−β4 ,

β
4 ] and

length x = Re(z) ∈ [0,+∞). The entanglement dynam-
ics of a finite subsystem A ≡ [0, l] is our focus. The re-
duced density matrix ρA(t) can be calculated by sewing
together the points which are not in A (the geometric
distribution of partial trace). This can be achieved by
conformally mapping the semi-infinite strip in z-plane
onto the annulus in w-plane, with w = f(z), as shown in
Fig. 1. On the annulus, the entanglement Hamiltonian
HE = − log ρA can be considered as the generator of
translation along the v = Imw direction, i.e. HE has the
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FIG. 1. Conformal mapping from the semi-infinite strip in
z-plane to the annulus in w-plane. (left panel) The global
quench of a semi-infinite short-range correlated chain (with
correlation length β) is considered as a boundary CFT with
τ ∈ [−β

4
, β
4

]. The green lines represent the branch cut

C =
{
z = x+ iτ ;x ∈ [0, L], τ ∈ [−β

4
, β
4

]
}

. (right panel) The
annulus after conformal mapping w = f(z), where the branch
cut C is mapped to a f(C) which connects the two edges of
the annulus (see Ref. [54] for details). The circumference
along v = Imw direction is 2π, and the width of the annulus
along the u = Rew direction is denoted by W .

same structure with the CFT Hamiltonian HCFT. Then
HE in original z-plane can be calculated by mapping the
CFT Hamiltonian back to the z-plane [28, 30]. In this
context, one can obtain the entanglement Hamiltonian
for a finite interval A of [0, l] in a semi-infinite critical
ground state as (in the static case)

HE(t = 0) =

∫
A

π(l2 − x2)

l
HCFT(x)dx . (1)

While in the dynamic case, we figure out the entangle-
ment Hamiltonian in the long-time limit in the process
of quantum quench as [28, 30] (details see Ref. [54])

HE(t→∞) ' β
∫
A

HCFT(x)dx . (2)

Here we stress that, although HE depends on the CFT
Hamiltonian density HCFT (x) in both static and dy-
namic case, the entanglement Hamiltonian has an ad-
ditional spatial-dependent envelope function l2 − x2 in
the static case (Eq. 1), which is in sharp contrast to that
in dynamic case (Eq. 2). This difference will lead to the
influence on the static ES, as we will discuss below.

Another notable difference is, the ES has distinct de-
pendence on the subsystem size l. In CFT, the width
of the annulus W along the u = Rew direction plays
important role in the scaling behavior of ES, through

Ei − Ej =
2π2(∆i −∆j)

W
(3)

where Ei is the ES that is the eigenvalues of HE , and ∆i

is conformal dimension of the CFT. The width W can be
obtained by a straightforward calculation W = ReW =
1
2 (W +W) with W = f(iτ + L− ε)− f(iτ). For critical
ground states on a semi-infinite chain, one obtains the
following dependence in the static case

W (t = 0) = 2 log
l

ε
, (4)

ε is a scale relevant cut-off. This makes the entropy
at the critical point S ∝ log l, and the ES propor-
tional to Ei − Ej ∝ log−1 l. In particular, in the case
of global quenching a semi-infinite chain considered in
present work, the width W shows the following behav-
iors [28, 30, 54]:

W (t > 0) ∼

{
2π
β t , t < l
2π
β l , t→∞

(5)

Hence, the ES of dynamical equilibrium state approxi-
mates to the CFT scaling spectrum with speed ∝ l−1.
Moreover, one can obtain that W approaches steadiness
exponentially after the saturated time t = l as [54]

W (t > l) 'W (t→∞)− 1

2
exp[−4π(t− l)

β
] , (6)

and it is also reflected in the dynamics of EE and ES.
Numerical Results.— We test the CFT prediction of

entanglement dynamics in TFI chain with open boundary
condition

HTFI = −
∑
i

σxi σ
x
i+1 − g

∑
i

σzi (7)

where σxi , σ
z
i are Pauli matrices at i-th site, and g is the

strength of the magnetic field. There exists a quantum
phase transition between the ferromagnetic (g < 1) and
paramagnetic (g > 1) phases, and the ground state is
gapless only at the critical point g = 1. The critical
ground state of TFI chain is described by the minimal
model with central charge c = 1

2 , and the corresponding
scaling operators are shown in Tab. I. TFI chain can be
solved exactly by introducing Jordan-Wigner transfor-
mation [55], and its ES can be calculated from the corre-
lation matrix [56]. We consider the ES dynamics during
global quench from a ground state of gapped phase of
TFI chain (g 6= 1) to the Ising CFT (g = 1). The time-
dependent ES can be calculated by the time-dependent
correlation matrix [57]. In this calculation, the total sys-
tem size is up to L = 1024, and we choose subsystem size
l � L. In the condition of l � L, when we consider the
time domain t < L we can safely neglect the boundary
effect from x ∼ L on the subsystem A = [0, l].

In addition, we also solve TFI model using the matrix
product state approach, i.e. the time-evolving block dec-
imation (TEBD) technology [58]. The bond dimension
is adopted by 1024, and the truncation error is set to
be 10−8. For dynamics, the time evolution operator is
approximated by using second order Trotter-Suzuki de-
composition, and the time step is chosen to be dt = 0.01.
Under the current convergence criterion, the total system
sizes in TEBD calculations are limited to L ≤ 72.

In Fig. 2, we present numerical result of the EE evolu-
tion during global quench in TFI chain with total system
size L = 512. As shown in the left panel, the EE grows
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FIG. 2. Entanglement entropy evolution during global
quench from gapped phase (g = 4) to critical point (g = 1)
with total system size L = 512. (left panel) Entropy S(t)
grows linearly with the “entanglement velocity” vE ≈ 0.52.
(inset) The finite-size saturation leads to a volume law en-
tropy in dynamic equilibrium state. A linear fit (red line)
of S(l) = al + b for the numerical data (blue triangle) gives
a = 0.29 and b = 0.24. (right panel) Entropy S(t) − Sthermal

for l = 15 � L = 512 exhibits exponential dependence on
t− l/2 after reaching the typical time t ∼ l/2. (Inset) A lin-
ear fit (red dash lines) of log[Sthermal−S(t)] = a′(t− l/2) + b′

for the numerical data (blue lines) gives a′ = −0.4844±0.0078
and b′ = 1.833± 0.060.

linearly with the “entanglement velocity” at early times,
then saturated by finite subsystem size l at time t = l/2.
The inset provides numerical evidence of the resulting
volume law by a linear fitting of EE with l. The right
panel of Fig. 2 shows an exponential approaching to equi-
librium at late times, consistent with Eq. 6.

Now we turn to consider the ES, and we will address
how the ES represents the scaling operators in CFT.
In CFT, the scaling operators (representations of the
corresponding Virasoro algebra) can be obtained by q-
expansion of the partition function. For Ising model with
open (free) boundary condition, one can find that there
are only two primary scaling operators: the identity I
with conformal dimension ∆ = 0 and the energy density
ε with ∆ = 1

2 [5, 6]. Their characters can be expansed as
following

χI = q−1/48(1 + q2 + q3 + 2q4 + 2q5

+ 3q6 + 3q7 + 5q8 + · · · )
χε = q1/2−1/48(1 + q + q2 + q3 + 2q4 + 2q5

+ 3q6 + 3q7 + 5q8 + · · · ),

(8)

which gives the spectrum of the primary operators and
corresponding descendants, each expansion term mqn

represents m-fold degenerate scaling operators with con-
formal dimension ∆i = n. The operator-state correspon-
dence suggests that the eigenspectrum of (entanglement)
Hamiltonian shares the structure of scaling operators,
and this relation has been well studied in the energy spec-
trum of spin chains. [59–62].

The numerical results of the ES of TFI chain for the
critical ground state and dynamical equilibrium state are
respectively plotted in Fig. 3, which includes the main
result of the current work. Here we consider the entan-
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FIG. 3. Entanglement spectra of TFI model as a function of
the subsystem size l. Here we set the total system size L = 4l.
The solid dots and open circles label the exact solutions and
TEBD results, respectively. (top) Entanglement spectra for
critical ground state (g = 1), and the related fitting lines in
the form of a log−1 l + b. (bottom) Entanglement spectra for
global quench from the gapped phase (g = 4) to critical point
(g = 1). The best fitting lines are in form of al−1 + b.

glement cut always located at l = L/4 with changing the
total system size L. In order to make a direct compar-
ison to the Ising scaling spectrum, we renormalize ES
by setting the lowest level to 0 and the second level to
1/2, and show the quantities (Ei−E1)/(E2−E1) in Fig.
3. Several salient features are found in the ES. First, we
identify distinct scaling behaviors of the ES depending on
subsystem size l, by comparison the static ground state
and dynamic equilibrium state. As shown in Fig. 3, it is
evident that the static ES for critical ground state con-
verges as ∼ log−1 l, while for the quantum quench case
the ES at late times demonstrates a typical ∼ l−1 de-
pendence. Physically, this difference can be understood
from the CFT results shown in Eq. 3, Eq. 4 and Eq. 5.
It is worth noting, this indicates that the ES in quan-
tum quench process converges much faster than that of
critical ground state. (For example, in dynamics l = 10
(the smallest size we consider) gives 1/l = 0.1 , while in
static case l = 256 (the largest size we consider) gives
1/ log l = 0.18.) Such slow convergence of the ES for
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TABLE I. A comparison of the operator content in the Ising
CFT (c = 1/2) and the scaling of the ES for static (critical
ground state) and dynamic (quantum quench) case. Here ∆
and D are conformal dimension and degeneracy respectively.

i-th
sector

CFT dynamic ES static ES
level ∆ D ∆ D ∆ D

3 ε 3/2 1 1.500 1 1.430 1
4 I 2 1 2.000 1 1.930 1
5 ε 5/2 1 2.501 1 2.300 1
6 I 3 1 3.001 1 2.800 1
7 ε 7/2 1 3.503 1 3.135 1
8 I 4 2 4.001(3) 2 3.635 1
9 ε 9/2 2 4.501(5) 2 3.729 1

𝑔 − 𝑔# 𝑔 − 𝑔#
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ferromagnetic
𝑔 < 1

paramagnetic
𝑔 > 1

FIG. 4. Dependence of convergence speed to CFT scaling
operators on the initial g: for ferromagnetic (left panel) and
paramagnetic (right panel) cases. Dots represent the result of
convergence speed extracted from the finite-size scaling, and
the dash lines are result of fitting vconverge = a|g − gc|α + b.
Here 7- to 13-th levels are plotted.

critical ground state is difficult to give reliable conformal
information (see below). By comparison, the ES in the
quantum quench dynamics is easy to reach convergence
for extracting the conformal tower structures.

Second, the ES in dynamic process perfectly converges
to the CFT expectation, however, the ES of critical
ground state does not. In Table I, we list the opera-
tor content in Ising CFT and the numerical results. In
particular, within the numerical uncertainty, the ES of
dynamic equilibrium state matches the tower structure
of the CFT, for both the conformal dimension ∆i and its
degeneracy. As a comparison, under the proper scaling,
the ES of critical ground state is fail to give conformal
information. This can be attributed to the following rea-
sons: 1) The scaling of the ES converges very slowly as
log−1 l, which hinders a clear scaled results in the limit
of l → ∞; 2) The ES of static critical ground state is
strongly influenced by the envelop function in entangle-
ment Hamiltonian (see Eq. 1).

Third, we stress that the scaling form of the ES is ro-
bust, independent of the details of quench dynamics (see
Ref. [54]). Interestingly, it is found that the convergence
speed (slope of the finite-size scaling function of ES) in-
deed relies on the initial conditions. Here we define the
convergence speed vconverge =

Ei−Ej
∆i−∆j

/F (l), where F (l)

is the scaling function. In the case of global quench, we

have F (l) = l−1 and Ei−Ej =
2π2(∆i−∆j)

W =
βπ(∆i−∆j)

l ,
which gives vconverge = βπ. To check the above argu-
ment, vconverge is extracted and plotted in Fig. 4 with
the fitting in form of ∼ |g − gc|α. The results of quench-
ing from ferromagnetic (g < 1) and paramagnetic (g > 1)
phases show very similar behaviors, and partially support
that vconverge is determined by effective temperature. Es-
pecially, the differences between different levels become
negligible when approaching infinite temperature limit.

Summary and discussion.— We have investigated
the evolution of entanglement spectra during a global
quench. As suggested by boundary conformal field the-
ory, we conclusively show that, the entanglement spec-
tra approaches the thermodynamic limit following ∝ l−1,
where l is typical subsystem size. As a comparison, the
convergence of entanglement spectra of critical ground
state follows ∝ log−1 l, much slower than that of dy-
namic case. In particular, the entanglement spectra of
dynamic equilibrium state encodes the conformal dimen-
sions, which ambiguously pins down the nature of quan-
tum criticality.

These results indicate that, at least in principle, one
could obtain critical entanglement content in quantum
dynamics, based on finite-size calculations. As an exam-
ple, we apply the TEBD method on the TFI model, and
compare the results with exact solutions in Fig. 3. This
additional test implies that, if the correct scaling form
is properly applied, numerical solvers on the limited sys-
tem sizes are potentially able to resolve CFT informa-
tion. In addition, as we discussed in Fig. 4 and Ref.[54],
a fast convergence is possible under optimized quenching
parameters. In this context, the out-of-equilibrium scal-
ing form paves a promising road for future study using
various numerical methods (e.g. time-dependent denstiy-
matrix renormalization group).

This work opens a number of open questions that are
deserved to study in future. For example, it would be im-
portant to promote our findings to more systems, such
as other CFT minimal models and non-integrable mod-
els, and related work is still in progress. How the scaling
behaviors changes under the influence of the emergent
gauge field and fractionalization will be another interest-
ing topic.

Note Added: In the final stage of this work, we became
aware of a related work arXiv:1909.07381 (Ref. [63]) dis-
cussing the dynamics of entanglement spectra.

W.Z. thank Xueda Wen for fruitful discussion and Y.
C. He for collaboration on a related project. This work is
supported by start-up funding from Westlake University
and by National Natural Science Foundation of China
under project 11974288.

https://arxiv.org/abs/1909.07381
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Conformal mapping of quantum quenching a semi-infinite line

In order to introduce conformal mapping of global quantum quenching a semi-infinite line, first we need to represent
the time evolution of density matrix ρ(t) geometrically. The initial state |ψ0〉 is chosen to be a short-range correlated
state with correlation length β much less than the total system size, which can be considered as the ground state of a
gapped Hamiltonian. In such a choice of initial state, the system is expected to be thermalized to a finite temperature
T = 1/β at long time limit. A much clearer description is to assume that |ψ0〉 can be written in the form |ψ0〉 ∼
e−

β
4HCFT |b〉, where |b〉 is a conformal boundary state satisfying (T (x)−T (x))|b〉 = 0 [26, 27]. The factor e−

β
4HCFT can

be considered as a conformal mapping to the boundary state |b〉, giving the free energy F = πcl
6β2 . Technically, this is the

origin of the appearing effective temperature in quantum dynamics, with ρ(t) ∼ e−iHte−
β
4HCFT |b〉〈b|e−

β
4HCFTe+iHt.

It is worth noting that this assumption of thermalization is very strong, and is not always true. The first insight is
that the dynamical conserved free energy F has the same form with the finite-temperature thermalization [64, 65].
Moreover, the reduced density matrix is found to be exponentially close to a thermal Gibbs state, once the interval
falls inside the horizon [26]. This fact strongly support the assumption we made. Based on above argument, we
conclude that the global quench of a semi-infinite line can be described by as an infinite half-strip as shown in the left
panel of Fig. 1.

There, in fact, are more problems about the CFT calculation. The partial trace, which is required to calculate

the reduced density matrix, will result the branch cut along C =
{
z = x+ iτ ;x ∈ [0, l], τ ∈ [−β4 ,

β
4 ]
}

. A small disc

around the entangling points z0 =
{
l + iτ ; τ ∈ [−β4 ,

β
4 ]
}

will lead to the ultraviolet divergence, and need be removed

for regularization. In BCFT, a normal way is to introduce a boundary state |a〉, imposing around the entangling
points. The regulator |a〉 will raise a boundary term known as the Affleck-Ludwig boundary entropy [66], which is
also interesting to investigate. After this operation, the branch cut C becomes a surface connecting |a〉 and |b〉. It is
important to note that the geometry of an infinite half-strip, including the branch cut caused by the partial trace, is
topologically equivalent to an annulus (cylinder without boundaries). One can build a conformal mapping from the
original infinite half-strip to an annulus, where the two boundary states |a〉 and |b〉 locate at two edges, connecting
by the mapped branch cut. In such a geometry, the entanglement Hamiltonian can be considered as the generator of
translation, so it could be a good choice.

The conformal mapping w = f(z), from the infinite half-strip in z-plane to an annulus in w-plane, can be achieved
through following there steps. First, by ξ(z) = sinh( 2πz

β ), the infinite half-strip in z-plane is mapped to the right

half part of ξ plane. Note that the entangling points z0 are mapped to ξ0 = ξ(z0). Second, we map the entangling

points ξ0 to Re(ξ′0) = (0,+∞) by ξ → ξ′(ξ) = 1+ξ0
1+ξ0

· ξ+ξ0ξ−ξ0 . Third, applying w(ξ′) = log(ξ′), the right half ξ′ plane is
mapped to an annulus, with circumference 2π along v = Imw direction and width W along the u = Rew direction.
The entangling points are simply removed, and the branch cut C is mapped to a curve f(C) connecting the two edges
of the annulus (the two boundary states |a〉 and |b〉).

Calculation of the entanglement Hamiltonian

Once we build up the conformal mapping w = f(z) to an annulus, the entanglement Hamiltonian on original
geometry can be written as a local integral over the Hamiltonian density H(x). Remember that, on the annulus in
the w-plane, the entanglement Hamiltonian HE can be considered as the generator of translation along the v = Imw
direction, as

HE = −2π

∫
v=const

Tvvdu = 2π

[∫
f(C)

T (w)dw +

∫
f(C)

T (w)dw

]
, (9)

where f(C) is the branch cut C after conformal mapping, and the Hamiltonian density T00 = −Tvv is written in terms
of the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components T (w) and T (w). After mapping back to the z-plane, we have

HE = 2π

[∫
C

T (z)

f ′(z)
dz +

∫
C

T (z)

f ′(z)
dz

]
. (10)
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Using equation 10, it is straightforward to obtain the entanglement Hamiltonian HE(t) in our considered case (after
analytical continuation τ → it), as

HE(t) = 2β

∫ l

0

sinh
[
π(x−l)
β

]
cosh

[
π(x−2t+l)

β

]
sinh

[
π(x+l)
β

]
cosh

[
π(x−2t−l)

β

]
cosh

(
2πt
β

)
sinh

(
2πl
β

)
cosh

[
2π(x−t)

β

] T (x, t)dx

+ 2β

∫ l

0

sinh
[
π(x−l)
β

]
cosh

[
π(x+2t+l)

β

]
sinh

[
π(x+l)
β

]
cosh

[
π(x+2t−l)

β

]
cosh

(
2πt
β

)
sinh

(
2πl
β

)
cosh

[
2π(x+t)

β

] T (x, t)dx .

(11)

Simply taking t = 0 in equation 11, one can obtain the entanglement Hamiltonian in equilibrium

HE(t = 0) = 2β

∫ l

0

sinh
[
π(x−l)
β

]
cosh

[
π(x−l)
β

]
sinh

[
π(x+l)
β

]
cosh

[
π(x+l)
β

]
sinh

(
2πl
β

)
cosh

(
2πx
β

) T00(x)dx

= β

∫ l

0

sinh
[
π(x−l)
β

]
sinh

[
π(x+l)
β

]
sinh

[
2π(l+x)

β

]
+ sinh

[
2π(l−x)

β

]T00(x)dx

= β

∫ l

0

{
sinh−1

[
2π(x− l)

β

]
− sinh−1

[
2π(x+ l)

β

]}−1

T00(x)dx .

(12)

An important limit is to take β →∞, i.e. the critical ground state. In this case, the above equation becomes

HE(t = 0) =

∫
A

π(l2 − x2)

l
H(x)dx , (13)

which implies that the entanglement Hamiltonian on lattice geometry has a different structure with the CFT Hamil-
tonian.

For quenching to long time t→∞, the entanglement Hamiltonian

HE(t→∞) = 2β

∫ l

0

sinh
[
π(l−x)
β

]
sinh

[
π(l+x)
β

]
sinh 2πl

β

T00(x)dx ' β
∫ l

0

T00(x)dx, (14)

shares the same structure with CFT Hamiltonian up to a global factor β.

Scaling behavior of the entanglement spectrum and entropy: from the width W of the mapped annulus

In this section we show that the width W along the u = Rew direction of the mapped annulus plays important
role in entanglement spectrum and entropy. The width W can be expressed as W = Re(W) = 1

2 (W +W) with
W = f(iτ + l − ε) − f(iτ), where f(z) is the conformal mapping from the original infinite half-strip to the annulus.
A straightforward calculation (after analytical continuation to real time τ → it) gives

W = log

 2 sinh[ 2π(l−ε/2)
β ] cosh( 2πt

β )

sinh( 2πε/2
β )

√
2 cosh( 4πl

β ) + 2 cosh( 4πt
β )

 (15)

By taking the long-time lime t→∞, one can obtain its thermal value

Wthermal := W (t→∞) = log
sinh[ 2π(l−ε/2)

β ]

sinh( 2πε/2
β )

' 2π

β
l (16)

The entanglement spectrum has the structure

Ei − Ej =
2π2(∆i −∆j)

Wthermal
' βπ

l
(∆i −∆j) (17)
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where Ei is the i-th level of entanglement Hamiltonian, and ∆i is the level of i-th scaling operator. This also gives
the long-time entropy as

S(t→∞) ' πc

3β
l (18)

For the time after reaching the saturate time t = l, W can be calculated by expanding to the term in t, straightforward
algebra results

W (t > L) 'Wthermal −
1

2
exp[−4π(t− l)

β
] (19)

which shows an exponential approaching to thermalization.

Lattice effect: inhomogeneous effective temperature β

The lattice effect plays important role in realization of dynamical CFT in lattice models. In this section, we show the
effective temperature β is not uniform in lattice models, and strongly influences the behavior of dynamic entanglement
spectrum. Consider the long time limit of the global quench, which is described by a conformal mapping to the annulus
(cylinder without boundaries). The same geometry can also describe the finite-temperature thermalization. Recall
that the thermal density matrix with inverse temperature β has the form

ρthermal =
1

Z
e−βH =

1

Z
e−

∑
k βεkη

†
kηk , (20)

where the (integrable) Hamiltonian can be diagonalized in the momentum space as H =
∑
k εkη

†
kηk, and Z is the

normalization factor. In our case, the reduced density matrix can be written in a similar form

ρA =
1

Z̃
e−

∑
k εkξ

†
kξk . (21)

A direct comparison results a mode dependent effective temperature

βk = εk/εk . (22)

The entanglement spectra {Ei}, i.e. the eigenvalues of − log [ρA], are simply

Ei = − log

[
1

Z̃
e−

∑
k εkn

i
k

]
=
∑
k

εkn
i
k + log

[
Z̃
]

=
∑
k

βkεkn
i
k + log

[
Z̃
]
, (23)

where the occupation numbers nik = 0, 1. it is worth noting that, the renormalization factor Z̃, also the infinite order

entropy S
(n→∞)
A = E1 = log

[
Z̃
]
, is effectively coupled to all modes in the momentum space, as Z̃ =

∏
k(1 + e−εk).

However, the Schmidt gap E2−E1 is always dependent only on one βk corresponding to the lowest level in {εk}. The
above argument explains why the effective temperature β is inhomogeneous at different levels of entanglement spectra.
Moreover, through a derivation for Gaussian model, Calabrese and Cardy [14] show that β becomes independent on
k when the correlation length (inverse mass) of the initial state → 0. In our case, the mass term does not appear in
the Hamiltonian directly, but the correlation length β decreases with increasing the distance between g and gc = 1.
Therefore an initial state with g far away from the critical point gc = 1 is expected to give a better result in numeric,
we will show that this is the case in following section.

Dependence on the initial g of the global quench

In this section we present numeric of dynamic entanglement spectrum for different initial g. A finite-size scaling
of the numerical results is shown in Fig. 5, and the same behaviors are observed in g < 1 ferromagnetic and g > 1
paramagnetic cases. As proposed in the last section and the main text, the convergence of entanglement spectrum
exhibits a dependence on the initial condition (the distance between initial g and the critical point gc = 1) of the
global quench. The case of initial g = 4, presented in the main text, is a typical example of short-range correlated
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(a) 𝑔 = 0.2

𝐸 '
−
𝐸 )

/
𝐸 +
−
𝐸 )

(d) 𝑔 = 4.0

(b) 𝑔 = 0.5 (c) 𝑔 = 0.8

𝐸 '
−
𝐸 )

/
𝐸 +
−
𝐸 )

(e) 𝑔 = 2.0 (f) 𝑔 = 1.2

FIG. 5. Finite-size scaling of entanglement spectrum of dynamic equilibrium state for different initial g, with scaling function
F (l) = l−1. Both cases of ferromagnetic g < (top) and paramagnetic g > 1 (bottom) are presented.

state with β � L. A very quick convergence in finite-size scaling can be directly observed. As shown in Fig. 5(a)
and (d), when the initial g is far away from the critical point, the slope of scaling function F (l) = l−1 shares the
same value for different levels. When the initial g becomes closer to the critical point, especially when g = 0.8 and
1.2, the scaling function F (l) = l−1 even not works for dynamic entanglement spectrum, since the initial state is no
longer a short-range correlated state. In Table. II, we list the numerical results after finite-size scaling for different
initial g. As we argued, when initial g is closer to the critical point, i.e. the gap is smaller, the numerical results are
inconsistent with the CFT prediction.
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TABLE II. A comparison of the operator content in dynamic equilibrium state during global quench from different initial g.
Here ∆ and D are the eigenvalue and degeneracy of i-th level respectively.

i-th
sector

CFT g = 0.2 g = 0.5 g = 0.8 g = 1.2 g = 2.0 g = 4.0
level ∆ D ∆ D ∆ D ∆ D ∆ D ∆ D ∆ D

3 ε 3/2 1 1.50 1 1.50 1 1.51 1 1.51 1 1.50 1 1.50 1
4 I 2 1 2.00 1 2.00 1 2.01 1 2.01 1 2.00 1 2.00 1
5 ε 5/2 1 2.50 1 2.51 1 2.52 1 2.52 1 2.51 1 2.50 1
6 I 3 1 3.00 1 3.01 1 3.02 1 3.02 1 3.01 1 3.00 1
7 ε 7/2 1 3.50 1 3.52 1 3.54 1 3.52 1 3.53 1 3.50 1
8 I 4 2 4.00 2 4.01(2) 2 4.04(7) 2 4.03(9) 2 4.01(3) 2 4.00 2
9 ε 9/2 2 4.50 2 4.51(4) 2 4.49(59) 2 4.42(61) 2 4.51(5) 2 4.50 2
10 I 5 2 5.00 2 5.02(4) 2 5.04(7) 2 4.98(5.06) 2 5.03(5) 2 5.00 2
11 ε 11/2 2 5.50 2 5.52(6) 2 5.45(63) 2 5.33(61) 2 5.53(7) 2 5.50(1) 2
12 I 6 3 6.00 3 6.04(6) 3 6.01(11) 3 5.90(6.08) 3 6.05(7) 3 6.00(1) 3
13 ε 13/2 3 6.46(50) 3 6.54(7) 3 6.40 1 6.26 1 6.55(7) 3 6.50(1) 3
14 I 7 3 7.00 3 7.07 3 6.62(5) 2 6.55(60) 1 7.07(9) 3 7.01 3
15 ε 15/2 4 7.49(50) 4 7.57 4 6.93(7.09) 3 6.78 1 7.57(9) 4 7.50(1) 4
16 I 8 5 7.99(8.00) 5 8.06(9) 5 7.33 1 6.93(9) 2 8.06(10) 5 8.00(1) 5
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